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STUDENT BODY MEETING TODAY AT NOON
TIMBERLJNE
TROT
TONIGHT

.

at Chamber of Commerce

9-12

VOLUME XIV

University
Seattle

QUINN FILLS VACANCY
The

STUDENT
OBSERVER
BILL MARSH

At a meeting of the Advisory Board last Wednesday,
Bill Moeller presented his resignation as vice president of
the Associated Students of
Seattle College.

This move came as a shock to
all concerned, but his dual role
as both student and faculty member has proved too great a strain
upon his health, and on the advice of his doctor, he has withdrawn from college as a student.
He is, therefore, no longer eligible to hold a student office.
Bill Quinn was appointed temporary vice-president by the Board,
to take Moeller's place for the
balance of the school year, effective Immediately.
The text of Moeller's resignation reads as follows: "On the
advice of my physician, Iam obliged to withdraw from active participation as a student at Seattle
College. This makes lit necessary
for me to resign from office,
therefore, Ihereby submit my resignation as Vice-Presldent of the
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te,
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A lot of know-it-allß look down
on collegiate politics as kid stuff.
After all they have been in the
service. They are grown men. At
the same time, they nurse within
themselves ambitions of money
and power. They dream of being

attorneys and doctors. Politics,
no matter where one goes or what
one does, is a means of accomplishing an end. We are now in
school. It is basic enough that

where one learns or
attempts to do so It Is also the
(Continued on page 4)
school is

Thirteen Jesuits
Will Be Ordained
This Summer

TONIGHT
at Chamber of Commerce

9-12

NUMBER 23

SEATTLE COLLEGE PLACES HIGH
IN NATIONAL FORENSIC TOURNEY

nIt will soon be time for norination of ASSC officers. While
the majority of us have forgotten
interested groups and individuals
are already campaigning. They
are building platforms, making
new friends, and attempting to
create an aura of maturity and
competence about themselves.
These people will flatter and
to gain our support. Some
be intent only on winning,
s will be trying to do somefor SC,
But let us not judge by present
pleasantness,this campaign babyklsslng and flattery. We should
instead Judge by straightforwardness and proven ability. Such
ability is not necessarily shown
by club offices and campaign
candor. At the same time, two Associated Students of Seattle
basic requisites should be filled. College.
(Signed) William A. Moeller"
these proposed officershave
At
the same meeting, Joe O'of
SO
and
the
interests
sluts at heart, and that they Brien was named Sophomore Adhave the ability to act for their visory Board member, to replace
the vacancy left this quarter by
welfare.
Lewis
Ouvail who is not attendGlory-grabbers, there will be
ing
college
at the present time.
an
ASSC
Being
are out.
Both Quinn and O'Brien will
;er is hard work and what
respective posts unneed are workers, not USO serve in their
imandos. We should not vote til the innauguration of new ASSC
officers in late May.
a man because he has the
best
speakor
entertainment
at his campaign rallies.Seems
foolish? Yes, but some of us do
that very thing.
We have been talking about
wanting to do something, that a
few control everything. Cease
griping, here another opportunity
Thirteen Jesuits of the Oregon
presents itself. Some would-be
candidates, fear., a., movement Province will be ordained this
among dissatisfied ASSC mem- coming June. Elevenof these men:
bers to propose a black-horse Rev. J. Buchanan, J. Royce, W.
candidate. Such a candidate Bischoff, J. Thatcher, E. Morton,
backed by 30 determined students J. Kelley, W. Agnew, A. McDoneasily gain the finals and ald, T. Carlin, H. Hargreaves,
ild have an excellent chance Frank Wood, who are at Alma
College, Alma, California, will be
win.
ordained on June 16 in San Franmany
are
to
make
things
There
such a candidate a political suc- cisco; Fr. Will Keating, at West
cess. Few students vote. There- Baden College, West Baden
Indiana on June 18; and
fore it is easier to split the vote Springs,
A, Brady, at Weston College,
F.
and for an organized minority to
win. Another thing is that the Weston, Mass, on June 21.
When these young men have
aspiring candidates, have not
planned their actions if such a completed their courses, they will
candidateis proposed. They have help staff the fourteen parishes,
been hoping that no one would two colleges, four high schools,
mention the barest possibilities three houses of study for the Jesof a black-horse of this type. uits, twelve missions among the
Many students are ready for such Indians of the Northwest in the
a movement.Doing nothing about Oregon Province and the eighteen
it, but .willing to lend support Alaska Missions.
These young seminarians are
once the organization is started.
ordained after ithirteen years
being
At the first ASSC meeting in
according to the fourof
training
May, when the candidates are
Jesuit plan. Two years
century-old
unveiled, there will be few surSpiritual Training in the Noviof
prises to the thinking people.
by two years of
But if a dark-horse, backed by tiate are followed
Classical
Studies
at Sheridan,
those 30 determined students,
Oregon; three years of scholastic
race,
many
should enter the
InPhilosophy and Sciences at Mount
augral plans would be upset. The
St. Michael's Spokane, Washingmen who emerged victorious from ton; three years of teaching in
this battle would be better qualione of the schools of the Oregon
fied to carry the burdens of of- Province and finally three years
fice. They would be screened by of theology at
one of the theolomore students, the product of en- gates. This fall they will return
tire student decision. We should to
Alma for a final year of thelike to see such an action. Action ology and then to Manresa Hall,
that would bring everyone into the Port Townsend, Washington, for
political fight. Action that would
a year of further spiritual trainbe for the good of SO.
ing.
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MOELLER RESIGNS AS
ASSC VICE-PRESIDENT;

TIMBERLINE

Team
Lettermen Revive Seattle College Debate
Nation,
Plans For Talent Ranked As Second In
Contest
Wins National
Show on May Ist Moore
Grand
College
in
therecent
Four participants from Seattle
The once postponed, and National Invitational Forensic Tournament returned to
long awaited, Letterman's school this week after taking first place in the women's diClub Talent Show has been vision of poetry reading and placing second in debate.
set for themonth of May. The The tournament was held at the
Talent Show is to be held Mary Washington College of the
May 1. It will take place at University of Virginia at Fredas
the Women's Century Club ericksburg on April 3, 4, and 5.
located at Harvard and Roy.
Miss Mary Ellen Moore was

RILL MOELLER
Withdraw"

"Obliged to

BILL QUINN

Vlce-Prexy Pro Tern

AWSSC Announce Mahoney Chosen
ToloPlans Far Honorable Duke
Spring Quarter At IK Meeting
The Associated Women StudThe Intercollegiate Knights
ents of Seattle College will usher elected Mike Mihoney (Sophin the spring with their cotton omore-Chem.)
Honorable
Ball on April 25.

Duke at a meeting to elect

offirersll^'Tfresaay

Against a. backdrop featuring- new
evLary Spring, the picture will in- ening April 8 in
the Liberal
clude Dick Parker's Pavilion
Arts Building.
and sport-clad gents with their
Other officers elected were Jim
cotton decked girls dancing .to
(Junior, PrenLegal), WorlHenriot
the tunes of Archie Kyle's orchthy Scribe: Joe O'Brien, (Sophoestra.
more, (Pre-Major), Chancellor of
The co-chairmen Valeria Kempf the Exchequer; and Tom Sheehan
and Mary Trumbull have announc- (Freshman, History), Worthy
ed that programs will go on sale Historian.
in the near future at $1.80 aThe officers which they are sucpiece. Assisting these chairmen ceeding are Bob Mahaney, retirare: Lorraine Brule and Becky ing Duke; John Powers, Worthy
Roberts, Publicity; Doris Benson, Scribe; Mike Mahoney, ChancelDecorations, Chris McHugh, Pro- lor of Exchequer; and Tom Tanggram; and Ruthmary Blanch- ney, Worthy Historian.
ette, tickets.
The Knights activity for the
Since this dance is strictly week was to assist in the handsports the boys will have no ing out of the past quarter's
grades.
worries about corsages.

The prizes for the talent show Judged as a Grand National winwinners are still the same as those ner in the women's 'poetry reading event by taking first place in
announced previously, and will
that field.
be re-announced in next week's
Placing second in the top ten
issue of the Spectator.
teams of the debate in the nation
Judging will be on the following was the team consisting of Dorm
points: quality of performance, Cox and Bob Larson.

Other Individual honors were
originality, and appearance. The
names of the judges have not yet won by Beverly McLucas who entered the semi-finals of the exbeen disclosed.
temporaneous speaking division.
Deadlinefor entry in the Talent She and Dorm Cox also were finShow as a contestant is April 25th. alists in the "response to the ocThose wishing to enter should casion" division.
contact Vince Pepper, or Don GoeOpponents of Cox and Larson
Dei, co-cnatrman pirior to this
in the debate division were the
date. Itis also required that each University of Virginia, University
Contestant submit with their en- of Florida, University of South
try a photograph of themselves Carolina, Pacific College (Orewhich is to be used for publicity gon), University of Cincinnati

work.
Temple University, University of
A piano will be furnished on Pittsburgh and West Point Gradustage. All other instruments will ate School (Camp Lee, Va.)
have to be brought by the conThe team won six of eight
testants themselves.
rounds of debating on the national question "Resolved: "That labor should be given a direct share
in ithe management of Industry."
The four contestants all voiced
their approval of the tournament
and stated that it was the best
organized tournament they had
Large enthusiastic groups have ever attended.
been turning out for the chorus They also remarked that they
rehearsals of the Opera Guild's were surprised to learn when they
production of "The Red Mill." arrived that each team would deScheduled for presentation at the bate only one side of the question
Moore theater on May 7, the light Instead of both sides as was cusopera has eighteen leading roles,
tomary in the Western tournasome of which are just speaking ments.
parts. The cast will be announced
Several opposing teams were
later.
quite surprised to find that they
Director Bill Moeller announc- were able to argue either side.
ed his production staff this week. Cox and Larson debated negative,
Mr. Crawley, member of the Eng- while Mary Ellen Moore and Bevlish department and moderator of erly McLucas argued affirmativethe Drama Guild, will be the dra- ly.
The opportunity is at hand matic coach. Margery Senn, fa- The honors received in this
miliar to SC students for her
for students to register their dance direction of "Here's A Mel- tournament are the highest awarded in intercollegiate forensics.
opinions regarding the United ody," will assume the same posi- Delegates from 42 colleges
Nations. Next week, members tion in the production of the Vic- throughout the United States attor Herbert opus.
tended with over 300 representaof the International Relations
Handling the business end of tives.Seattle College was the only
Club will circulate ballots con- the production will be Bob Bres- representative from the State of
taining the Resolutions from kovich, business manager. Dave Washington.
Evans is in charge of programs.
the Pacific Northwest College Planning the girls' costumes is
Congress.
Joanni Crulckshank, costume suAt the Congress, which was held pervisor. Accompanists for the rerecently at Portland, seventy stu- hearsals are Mary Rose Stucky
dents drew up twenty-six resolu- and Betty Ann Rogstad.
tions concerning World affairs.
These were passed by a majority
For the past several years the
of those present and have now
Southwest Washington Principals'
been referred to 70,000 Collegians
Association has invited certaininfor their approval. When this stustitutions of higher learning to
dent poll has been completed the
send* representatives into the
remaining resolutions will be sent
southern parts of Washington to
to the U. N. and the United States
confer with seniors interested in
Congress.
Thursday evening "Seattle Col- going to college. At various straThe individual recommendations lege on the Air" presented its tegic points in the district the
are to be marked "yes" or "no" four National Forensic partici- seniors gather to meet these repand returned as soon as possible pants, Beverly (McLucas, Dorm resentatives.
to the person from whom it was Cox, Mary Ellen Moore and Bob
Mrs. Kenneth L. Johnson, RegisLarson in an impromptu discus- trar, and Mrs. John Lange, head
obtained.
In marking the ballots, stu- sion of their eventful trip to Vir- of the testing bureau at Seattle
College will represent Seattle Coldents are urged to consider care- ginia.
fully the issues at hand. If they
After they had explained the lege at these meetings.
feel Incompetent to take a stand details of the tournament and adeThe meetings will be held in
on one resolution they should pass quately expressed their apprecia- the following cities from April 21
it by or vote "no." Under no cir- tion to the faculty andthe student to April 25.
Vancouver, Kelso, Longview,
cumstances is a student advised body for the ardent support givto vote on an issue which is not en to the Virginia Drive, iMlss Chehalis, Centralia, Aberdeen, Hoclear to him.
Mary Ellen Moore gave the selec- qulam, and Olympla.
"
The conference will be schedAt today's student body meeting tion "iMarina, which had gained
11:30,
ballots will be distributed for the for her the Poetry Reading Cham- uled to run from 8:45 to
p.m.
to
».m.
or
1:00
3:30
pionship.
of
consideration
students.

Opera Production
Staff Workers Set
As Red Mill Nears

N.W. Congress Of Colleges
Asks For Student Opinion
On United Nations Policy
PREVIEW
OF
THE WEEK
Friday, April 11—
SC vs. CWCE Doubleheader.
1:30, Broadway Playfield.

—

—

Golf at Parkland.
"Timberllne Trot"— Mixer 9-12,
SC vs. PLC
■

—

Chamber of Commerce.

Saturday, April 13
Four way track meet at CPS,
SC, CPS, PLC, St. Martins.
Overnight ski trip.
Sunday, April 13—
Overnight ski trip.
Monday, April 14—
SC vs. CWCE there.

Baseball

doubleheader.

——

SC vs. CWCE— Tennis, there.
The Oregon Province came into
being .with the division of the Tuesday, April 16
California Province in February,
SC vs. PLC tennis, there.
1942. Ite history goes back to 1840
Sodality meeting, 8:00, K. of C.
and the visit of the famed Jesuit
missionary, Father Peter DeSmet Wednesday, April 16—
to the Flathead Indians of WestGavel club meeting. 7:30, Room
ern Montana. From the founding
219.
of the Rocky Mountain Missions
Commerce Club meeting. 7:45,
1841,
with three
in the next year,
L. A. building.
Fathers and three Brothers, the
Province has grown In numbers Thursday, April 17
SC vs. PLC Tennis Volunteer
to the number at the beginning
Park.
of 1947: 270 Priests, 170 Scholastics, and 44 Brothers.
"SC On the Air" 8:30, KEVR.

—

—

—

—

Johnson, Lange to
Attend Meetings
In State Cities

Virginia Forensics

Discussed onRadio
By Triumphant 4

Dr. Kuo Tin Tsau
To Speak the
Sodality Resumes

As a coming attraction the
Sodality has just announced
that the Chinese consul for
Seattle, Dr. Kuo Pin Tsau,
has been slated as a guest
speaker in the club for a future meeting. Dr. Tsau, prominent in Catholic affairs will
talk on the position of the
Church in China.
After the talk, as announced by
John Powers, Prefect, there will
be a question period planned to
satisfy the audiences' individual
questions on the subject.

Sodality Meetings were not held
during Lent because ot L-nteii devotions but the regular meetings
held on the third Wednesday of
every month are now being resumed
commencing Tuesday,
April 15, at 8:00 p.m. A mixer
will be held after the meeting
with dancing until 10:00.
All are urged to attend these
meetings which are provided for
the Spiritual Guidanceship of Seattle College Students.

Ski Club Members
Hit Stevens Pass
For Weekend Trip
Forty Seattle College Ski club
members will sally forth to Stevens Pass on Saturday, April 12,
at 7:00 a. m. for bi-annual, overnight trip.

Those who plan to go must
bring a sleeping bag, and either
bring their food for the three
day trip, or buy their food at
the lodge. The skis and poles must
be bound securely in order to
facilitate their loading into the
truck.
The group of ski enthusiasts
are limited to 15 girls and 35
boys. Lodging has been secured
at the Stevens Pass Lodge by
Joe O'Brien. Prexy Father LJndekugle, moderator of the
group, will accompany the stalwart few, and will say Mass
Sunday morning in the lodge.
Father is noted for the Baker
evernight trip, at which time he
was right in style with a broken
If snow conditions continue to
be as good as they have been
the past few weeks at Stevens,
skiing will be excellent. Stevens
has six tows to delight the skiers.
The tow in the Bowl will be running Saturday and Sunday.
This trip, though a lot smaller

than the trip last Fall to Mount
Baker gives
one of the

promise of being

most sucessful this

year.

Graduating Seniors are
again reminded to call at
the office and fill out their
application for graduation.
This must be done immediately.

Friday, April 11, 1947
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Voting On PNCC Resolutions
Requires Careful Thinking
Thei cry of many students has been the unimportant
nature of many college activities. Here is an opportunity for these serious-minded/ young men and women to
cooperate in issues of National and International importance.

The Resolutions from the Pacific Northwest College
Congress do not follow the 'train of thought of many
students. Neither are all of them within the 'scope of
every student's knowledge. If you disagree with a Resolution, say so. If you do not understand one, vote
"no" or skip it. But on those which you are convinced
about, take a stand.
We do not urge you to vote in any particular way.
We do urge you to vote!

Spring Quarter Activities
Planning Vastly Improved
The list of activities scheduled for the Spring Quarbe the answer to the many gripes and
groans which arose over the activities which were held
during the Winter Quarter.
The Activities Board, which plans the events that
are to take place during the coming quarter have deviated from their Winter policy of "as many dances as
possible" to a conservative and well worked out plan.
If the readers will remember, the Winter Quarter
brought forth a marathon of dances. Mixers were
scheduled four in a row with the formals coming in
ter seems to

bunches.

This quarter the dances are evenly spaced so that the
mixers and formal affairs do not occur one right after
another.
The Activities Board deserves a note of congratulation for their foresight emlpoyed this quarter.
A most apparent situation, however, and one that
cannot be sidestepped is that dances sponsored by individual clubs are fast becoming obsolete. Too many
organizations, clubs, and classes make it impossible.
An example of this is shown by the merging of the
Forum Club and Vets Hall in sponsoring a mixer in
May.
The school is growing and as it grows its problems
become more complex. The activities Board is in the
position of having to adjust itself accordingly. Thus far
this quarter they have shown that they are capable of
doing so.

Introducing...
MR. JOSEPH C. McMURRAY teaches economic principles at Seattle College. Mr.
McMurray, recently discharged
from the Army, has also taught
classes in money and banking,
and current economic problems in 1942-43 at the College.
Of his early incentive to devote his future to economics,
Mr. McMurray give.s credit to
Father O'Hara of Notre Dame.
It was after he had finished
high school that McMurray attended several lectures given
by Father O'Hara, and he was
so Impressed by the importance
or the subject that lie decided
to remain in the field. Mr. McMurray graduated from Seattle
College in 1940 as an economic
major.

While at Seattle College, ho

was a member of the first debate team to leave the College
for a trip. The trip was to
California. He is also responsible for beginning the annual
Forum contest of which Roscoe Balch Is this year's winner.
Mr. McMurray was also Pres-

—Mike Schuller
ident of the Gavel Club, President of the International Relations Club (an organization now
defunct) and class president
during his fourth year in

school.

Mr. McMurray is in his second year of graduate work at
the -University of Washington.
His field of specialization is
economic theories.
McMurray is attracted to all
outdoor sports. He hopes to see
a team of faculty members
play several games of Softball
against a team of students.
Bridge is his indoor sport. He
has traveled about the United
States, but the more he thinks
of It the more he feels that he
has led a dull life.

There is nothing dull about
his conversation when he talks
about his wife (formerly Ruth
Brock of Seattle College) and
his baby Mike. It seems that
there is at least one other interest in his life besides outdoor sports and teaching economics at Seattle College.

ONEWAYTICKET
— Jean Razen

A GIRL IN CALICO
—

Dick Shanks

"My name is Little Judas.
How would you like to make
five-hundred dollars?"
Joe Cocaine, private detective, put aside his drink and
regarded the man who had
spoken to him.
"Doing what, selling coffins?" Joe asked.
Little Judas reached Into his
pocket and. pulled out a pic-

ture.
"I hear you like to live dangerously," he said. "This woman has a package I want.
Get it for me."
Joe thoughtfully regarded
the picture.
"With a face like that, I'd
, want more than a package."
Little Judas leered at Joe,
and pocketed the picture.
"I trust you have a good
memory for faces," he whispered. Without another glance
at Joe, he walked away.

Joe finished his drink, then
left the bar and returned to
his apartment.
As he opened the door, a
heavy, musky perfume greeted
him. The perfume was followed
by a woman.
"You take a good picture,"
Joe whispered.
The woman smiled at him,
and patted the arm of the
couch on which she was reclining.
"Sit down, Joe. I want to
talk with you."
Joe came toward her, taking in every detail of her appearance. She was the living
argument against the principle that a straight line is the
shortest distance between two
points. Her lines were convex-concave, with more curves
than were necessary to illustrate even the most complex
geometric problem.
"What's the pitch, or are you
the new landlady?" Joe said.
She smiled and Joe knew
why she liked to have her picture taken.
"I have a package that certain people would like to get
their hands on."
She opened her purse and
took out a small, bulky package..
"I want you to take this to
Wa Shing, the laundryman on
the corner of First and Sewage," she said. "Incidentally,
there's six-hundred dollars waiting for you when the package
is delivered."
She snuggled into her silver
foxes, smiled at Joe, and left
the apartment.
Several minutes elapsed during which Joe cursed the broken suspender that had forced
him to remain in the chair.
Suddenly, two shots broke the
silence of the night. Joe grabbed a belt, pulled out his gun,
and dashed down the hall. At
the top of the stairs lay a heap
of silver foxes and blonde
curves. The blood clashed with
her lipstick.
"Well, Cocaine, is this what
you call a quiet evening at
home ?"
It was Inspector Cashmere of
Homicide.
His
small, redrimmed eyes slid from the dead
blonde to the gun in Joe's hand.
"Are my cartridges showing,
copper?" Joe drawled. "It took
two slugs to do this job. My
gun's full at the moment."
"It would add ten years to
my life to see you wearing a
hemp necklace, Cocaine, but
we both know insufficient evidence when we see it."
The Inspector shuffled down
the stairs. "I'll send the cadaver corps for your friend," he

—

called back.
Joe left the building and
headed for the corner bar in
search of Rocco, his best-informed stool-pigeon.
"Hello, angel," shouted Rocco
from behind a glass of whiskey. "You're In trouble again.
Ican tell by the way your conscience is shaking."
''Listen, R'occo," Joe growled.
"Take this package to this address. There's a beautiful
blond corpse and six-hundred
dollars tied up in it."
"But it's such a small package, rat boy," complained Rocco. "Are you sure the blonde
didn't get out and walk?"
"Shut up. Take a cold shower and get going."
"I shun water, my sinful
friend," Rocco said. "Water has
been the downfall of more good
dipsomaniacs than Acohollcs
Anonymous."
Rocco placed the package

Word to the Innocent
—
Balch
Roscoe

Serious students, busily hurrying from Ontology to Mechanical
Dynamics class, have recently been jolted to see baby talk on the
bulletin boards. Fa-Da-Ba. .Serious students wondered if Seattle
College were instituting football or a nuisery school. They were
surprised indeed to learn that these signs were the work of the
women's honorary. However, some clue may lie in the Kappa
Gamma Pi poster in the publicity office. This announces a short
story contest for the members of this national women's honorary. The girls are told to send in with the story, their name, address and, underlined, NOM DE PLUME. .The implication seems

to be that anything an honor student would write could be printed only when the author's real identity was hidden. What's the
scoop on these intelligent women, anyway?

" " * "

. . . Where!! ... No foolin!!

By golly Joe
you're not kidding! Gee, but she really makes you wake
up and take notice. That's the first sure sign of spring
I've seen. Suzy's dressed in calico."

'Who!!

Yes, Suzy College is one of the first to take advantage
of the prominent signs of spring that are beginning to
show themselves daily in the weather,nature, and attitude
of air college students. As the spirit of spring begins to
infuse new zest into connoisseurs and belles; and the
treei begin to bud and the flowers to bloom; and "Old
Sol" radiates his beaming countenance over an awakened
campus, Suzy, like other young ladies her age, is quick
to take advantage of the situation. With their colorful
print dresses they add an extra touch of color to the drab
routine that is known as "College Life."
While sitting in the class room allowing spring fever
to direct your gaze towards the windows and the beyond,
you may, perhaps, see her strolling up the avenue during
her FREE period. Immediately her gay appearance, and
the way the sun reflects on her hair will bring to you the
realization that spring is here!

Or, it may be noon time. Class has just been dismissed
and you are leaving school for the day. When what should
meet your gaze, as you stumble down the steps, but Suzy
and her gang eating their lunch
and sitting on
the lawn. What further proof does one need that "winter
has wearied", and "spring has sprung." ?
Suzy, my lass, your are truly a breath of Spring itself.
The students (especially the male contingent) are grateful
for your presence at "S.C."
Ahhh!!!...But Spring at college is such a novel
experience!?!?*??

'LADY IN THE LAKE'
-Jack Harris

Movie Review

An aura of dWic-it i- glory clung to the newly crowned national
champion poetry reader as she returned to her native hearth. In
the bright sunshine of Kits.it Monday morning, Mary Ellen
Moore walked with a calm, free stride up to her door. She flung
it open. Her red-headed little sister looked up and analytically
surveying our radiant heroine, she said, "Mary Ellen, your seams
are crooked." Mary was home.

a

."

" "

The undisillusioned among our male populace received a nasty
jolt in last week's letters to the editor. 'A rebellious soul,' with
calm, reasoned logic, smashed our fond hope that we> not the
moldy text books, were the chief objects of the feminine students. She did it in the first few weeks of spring, too. But even
the disenchanted could find some room for hope in her one charitable sentence. "The girls," she wrote, "are here to get an education as well as the boys."

" " " *

Professor Volpe decided to have a little review on the text book.
He asked a question and then his eyes roved over the class book,
seeking the victim who would answer. "Morse," he said. There
was no answer. "Ah hah!" said the good' doctor, "wluin you're
absent and not called on, not only do you fail to get credit for
a good answer, you get caught being absent. Double liability.
Macintosh!" No answer. The doctor scribbled in his book. "Nash!"
Nash, also, did not answer. The professor reached again for his
pencil, then paused, frowned, announced, "I've got the wrong list."

" " * "

By day it is just the second floor corridor of the Liberal Arts
Building. Nothing more dramatic than a heartbreak or a burst
locker Is apt to occur there. But Wednesday evening, denizens of
211 were startled to see a large airplane float slowly by the door.
Looking out, they saw John Cary pitch the three foot model on
a thirty foot- glide to Lloyd Caley. Lloyd started it back. Slowly
the big ship slid through the air, then took a sudden turn to
the left, hit the wall and crashed. "Now," said bystander Jimmy
flying."
Johncox, "I see why you quit cadet
« *
Examinations, like pestilence, famine and death are in themselves unpleasant. This is so even when they are publicly scheduled, forseen and studied for. Imagine the feelings of Mr. Arthur
Olmer, when he learned that his German exams had beein set
ahead one month, the month he had planned to use for review.
He spent Tuesday evening cramming. Wednesday he faced the
ordeal. They would ask one hundred words. The passing grade
Is eighty. "It all depends on what they ask," he explained, "I
know eighty words."
* * »

*

"

"

"

After flying all night, Dorm Cox, Virginia debater, betook himself to the ball game Monday afternoon. It was a tough fight,
ma, but Cox stayed awake and even burned some adrenalin, worrying the Chiefs around the bases. But late in the game, when
Joe had the situation well in hand, Dorm allowed himself a prodigous stretch and yawn. Father Conway, who was sitting just
below Cox in the bleacher section, turned around and said, "You
look kind of tired, Dorm almost as if you'd been up all night."

"Something new has been added!"
It has finally happened. The movie moguls of Holly" * * "
wood have come up with something new and different
The conversation swung from tonight's Tlmberllne Trot to mixin the threadbare "Private Dick" screen tales. This first
ers
as such. The question was: How can you make everybody
really new angle in film interests has occurred in MGM's
Break up the
order of things
(

Plirront wVinrllinit- "T.nHvTn The

Lake."
The screen play Is the first
demonstration of a radical new
camera technique replacing the
chief character with YOU, the
audience. The credit for the
necessary courage to put forth
such an lnovation goes to both
MOM and actor-director Robert
Montgomery.
Contrary to the opinion of
some of the reviewers, who are
apparently hopelessly mired in
the rut of conventionality, this
new idea does NOT detract
from the interest or continuity
of the story in any way. It is
in fact a refreshing adventure
in suspense, to movie goers, especially mystery fans.
The effect on the spectator of
actually taking part in the
ringing doorscreen action
bells, receiving a mouthful of
brass knuckles, being involved
in a convincing highway crash,
and, of course, kissing a beauteous damsel this participation
brings the entire plot more forcibly home to all but the thickest skinned and most stolid ob-

—

—

servers.

It is quite possible, however,
that this new step In movie
making would not be practical.
Especially would it be out ofplace in a picture starring any
of the Hollywood "Lovy" boys,
whose syrup slush Is meat and
drink to many female movie
addicts. But as for the men
leave us face it how would

—

—

under his coat and sauntered
away. Joe -finished his drink,
then left the bar and returned
to his apartment.

Little Judas opened the door.
"They say that you don't work
for me anymore," he smiled
ominously. "They also say that
you collect small packages."
"I have a good stamp collection, too," Joe said.

tlhla

tri'linilHH-

CO

over with the

camera taking- the part of Lana
Turner for instance. Think of
what a body blow that would
be!!
This departure from the ordinary is nevertheless handled
in an effective manner. Audrey
Totter, a rising star, does an
excellent portrayal of a designing "Career Girl" but her enactment of a change to sweetness
and light is a little weak.
Lloyd Nolan puts out a passable performance as a tough
cop who figures prominently in
a surprise ending. Mr. Montgomery, through the eyes of the
audience, makes the usual fantastic activities of a Hollywood
version private investigator
seem credible. And what more
could be asked of a movie
pointed strictly for entertain-

usual
dance? The proposed solution:
by having several girls choose numbers. One of the fellows objected that that would create male wallflowers. "And there we'd
be," he declared, "sitting on the wall." "And that," said Tom
Tangney, "is difficult to do."

" "

♥

"

We know a number of people who can hardly wait until they
are of age, but in Spain its probably less important. At any rate
the question came up in Spanish class and Father Logan, who
has always .thought of himself as one of the younger set, asked
George Jenson, "What do we mean by saying a man is of age?"
"Oh," George replied, "that must be an old fellow about fifty
or so." "We need a better definition than that," Father (Logan
snapped, then recovering himself, he explained more affably,
"Nothing personal, George, Ijust feel ithat we should be more
accurate."
* * *

"

There is an old military maxim to the effect that the perfect
defense never lasts, some joker always comes up with a new offensive technique to Counteract it. It is therefore in a spirit of
mingled admiration and sadness that we record the death of a
good cliche. Jack Tangney of the ski team was pressing Dorothy
Klingele to buy a chance on all this assorted ski equipment.
Finally Dot went back to the tried and true, *But I've already
promised to buy from somebody else." "Oh, that's all right/ the
skier assured her, "these are his tickets."

" " *

ment?
The story revolves around a
private "eye" and his struggles
with the police and other obstacles in what starts as a routine search for an erring wife.
It is liberally sprinkled with
assorted cadavers, hostile police, a two-faced girl, popping
revolvers, and winds up with a
novel twist in the necessary
happy ending.
"Lady In The Lake" does not
try to show a moral- but is
simply a superlative piece of
entertainment and so a good
bet for your "Movie to See"

A couple of business majors engaged Jim Wilson of the Chieftains C.afe in a conversation about a certain phase of their business, namely the cigar counter. '"Do you actually sell many cigars?" "Sure," said Jim, "lots of pappas around here."

"This isn't a social call, Cocaine. I want that package."
Little Judas toyed with the
gun in his hand.
The conversation was interrupted by a shot. Little Judas
looked surprised, clutched at his
chest, then fell to the floor.
"I had a hunch that If I
stayed here long enough, some

Bernard I- Pearce together
with Archie J. Richardson and
Margaret Scanlon organize the
First Hill Times. Mr. Pearce is
a former editor of the Seattle
College Spectator, and Archie
Klrlmrilsin In contributing to
the Alumni Column of this
paper. Both are graduates of
Seattle College.

—

—

list.

(Continued

on Page 4)

Ten Years Ago in The Spec
Tom Cunningham, publicity
director of the men's tap dancing class, reports that the members are practicing a new and
difficult routine with a very
professional appearance.

Andrew end John Prouty
take part in "The Green Phantom," a presentationof the recently organized ODea Alumni
Association.
Representing the College in

a debate with the U. of W. are
Stephen Liddane and Robert
O'Gorman.

Advertising: manager of the
Annual, Ed McCullough, lauds

Catherine Mary MeGrath, on
her ad-selling activities for the

publication.
Tony Dalgle, in his column
"Student Prints," passes on the
information that "the medieval
history course is all write."
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Chiefs To Play
CWCE Today
Doubleheader

CHIEFTAIN
TOMTOM
..
.

Although not much has
been heard from them, the
Seattle College Tennis squad
has been turning out for some
time and are beginning to
shape into a powerful team.
But this next week may determine the success of this
season. In four days they
meet three squads inmatches
Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday. The Chieftain net squad
travels east to Ellensburg
Monday, south to Parkland
Tuesday and back home to
Seattle Thursday to meet Pacific Lutheran.

" " "

The Chieftain Baseball
nine are not only making an
impressive pre-season showing with their seven wins in
seven starts, but are also getting much valuable experience. In comparison with just
one other Winco League
school Seattle College will
wind up its ninth game this
afternoon while Western
Washington up north takes
on its first competition. That
added experience and trainingisbound to show in league
play.

" " *

With three batters being
hit by pitched balls in the
Seattle Pacific game and five
in the St. Martins game, Eddie Wellens had to be taken
from the game, Coach Yandle
threatens to clothe his boys
in knighthood armor when at
bat.

" * *

£ain

TIMBERLINE TROT
Tonight Is the big night for
all students as the first big. mixer since Lent gets underway at
the Chamber of Commerce Hall
at 9:00 pjn. Naturally everybody
Is expected to be there because
all proceeds will go to financing
the Chieftain Ski Team's trip to
Mt. Hood on April 27. Many
thanks to the Freshman class and
all those who have helped put this
dance on.

DRAWING AWARDS
The Ski Team raffle is getting
along pretty well as this paper
goes to press, and along with
what we will receive from this
mixer tonight I believe we will
have enough money to make the
trek down the Oregon trail.
Seattle sporting goods stores
have really shown their generosity
by donating prizes for this drawing and enough can't be said in
their favor except that I urge
you to patronize these people.
The prizes and their contributors are: ANDERSON AND
THOMPSON, a pair of Mt. Baker
skis; BILL LOHRER'S SPORT
SHOP, a handsome men's ski
parka; WINDY LANGLIE, a ladies ski jacket; MASTS, INC., a
pair of blue downhill ski pants;
OSBORN AND ULLAND, a pair
of Dovre bindings; SEATTLE RETREAD, a ski rack; DRUXMAN
SPORTS EQUIP. CO., a pair of
steel ski poles; WARSHALLS, a
rucksack; and BROADWAY
SPORTS CENTER, a White Stag
ski kit for women. Thanks again,
you people.

OVERNIGHT SKI JAUNT
Leaving bright and early to-

morrow morning, Joe O'Brien will
lead his Ski Club to Stevens Paßs
for an overnight trip. The Ski
Team will be on hand to give instruction to anyone that needs
them, and the ski patrol will be
ready to handle all casualties.
Dancing will be in order during
the evening in the lodge.

CLASS O ENTRIES
Although the expense account
of the ski team does not include
anyone besides Class B sklerS,
five other Seattle College men
will make the Timberline trip to
enter the Class C giant slalom.
Racing for the Chieftains in this

outfielder, appears to re-

semble the fast moving Rainier manager when on the bases. In one inning against St.
Martins he stole second and
third on the throws from the
catcher back to the pitcher.
Number 11 is a man to watch
on the bases, he keeps the
pitcher rattled.

"" * ♥

Central Washington will see
a lot of Seattle College next
Monday. Both our baseball
and tennis teams will meet
Wildcat competition in Ellensburg that afternoon.

" " "

ChieftainNine
Smothers EJC

Club10-1,10-3

Cal Druxman

class are Dick Adams, Don Barovic, Barney Biteman, Ken Arthur and Bill Shoemaker. With
sixteen entries from Seattle College down in Portland we should
be able to make some kind of
showing.

CHIT-CHAT
Yes, I said that sixteen men
from the school would be racing
at Mt. Hood, 10 of the regulars In
Class B and five others in Class
C The other entry (now please
restrain all laughter) will be my-

... ThingsLast
pretty

in Seattle happen
fast.
week Inamed
three vets who bought out Cunninghams Ski Lodge, but then
they decided that they couldn't
quite make the grade. So, now,
and starting last Wednesday, that
store became the property of Bill
Lohrer, with Bill Jr. running it.
Once again may Iwish the new
owners lots of luck from Seattle
College
Speaking of Bill
Lohrer (and I really shouldn't
be plugging him so much) he
deserves a bouquet of something
swell from Seattle College. The
decorations you will see at the
dance tonight are through his
courtesy, and for next year Bill
has promised to sell the Chieftain Ski Team all of their equipment at a rate (which is usually
pretty low). Yep, he's a good man
Chieftain skiers really had a
great time on the slopes during
Easter vacation, with Larry Barron, Mcl Nelson, and Pat Carey at
Stevens for several days, and Bob
Diotzen practicing on the slopes
near his home town of Yakima
Iunderstand that there will
be a display of skiing at the Boy
Scout Circus at the U. of W.
Pavilion this weekend.You should
take that show in If you have
the time
Iforgot to thank
Frank Kramer and the Stevens
Pass Ski Patrol for their donation to this raffle of a small can
.Doug Brown
of ski laquer
and Bob Fields inform me that
skiing in Vancouver B.C. was
pretty good last weekend. How
about that, fellows
self

. ..

. ..

...

...

..

...

LEST YOU FORGET
Before it slips anyone's mind,
let's not forget the dance Friday night, the Ski team drawing
and the Ski Club overnight trip
this weekend. They are for you,
so help support them. Skibye, you
schussboomen!

SC IN SEVENTH WIN

This afternoon the Central
Washington College baseball nine
traveling from Ellensburg, will
meet the Chieftains in a nonleague doubleheader at 1:30 at
Broadway playfleld. It will be
the first Winco League baseball
competition Seattle has seen,
however, due to the fact that the
league will be played in eastern
and western divisions, it will not
be oonference play. Some indication as to me strength of the
EasternDivision should be gained
although the Wildcats have yet
to meet other Eastern Division
teams.
The only Indication as to the
strength of the Central team is
their record of two defeats over
Yakima Junior Colege 7-2 and
8-7. They have four Seattle boys
on their squad all of whom have
made a name In Seattle High
SC's shortstop Eddin Wellens is caught by camera while taking a
School play In previous years.
cut
at the ball at a recent practice at Broadway playfield. Dick
Versatile, Bob McCullough of
Broadway high school fame will Paitsheem la behind the plate. The Chieftains ta(ke on Central
be playing on familiar grounds. Washington today at Broadway.
Rush Victor and Bob Spencer,
both of Lincoln high of Seattle
make up the catching staff with
Eahl Bassett of Garfield holding
down a starting mound position.

Coach Yandle, who is ordinarily quiet at third base,
swung into action last Monday in the sixth inning of
A rematch of the two teams
the Seattle Pacific game. Bob will be held next Monday at ElCrowley, snappy little second lensburg with another doubleheader.
baseman, hit a hard grounder Todays batteries for the Central
to the shortstop and beat out Wildcats will be, for the first
the ball' to first. The throw game, Bill Burd, lefthander from
by-passed the first baseman Ephrata pitching with Russ Vicsecond,
and Crowley started around tor catching and for the
Bassett
Bob
pitching
and
the baees; however, a quick Earle
Spencer catching
recovery of the stray ball
The Chieftains will be after
nabbed him at second and the their eighth and ninth wins with
umpire called him out. Yan- the batteries, as announced by
dle wasted no time in reach- Coach Yandle, Vena and Ivanich
pitching and Parcheem and Chieing the scene of action and
chi catching.
upon persistent arguing sent
Bob back safe at first. The
ball had gone into tht crowd
of spectators and according
to the rule book when a ball
hits c foreign object, in this
case a bicycle, the ball becomes automatically dead. The Seattle College nine rompQuick thinking saved the ed over the Everett Junior Colplay.
lege at Everett last Wednesday

-IT

Speedy Bill Nunn, Chief-

LETS SCHUSS

by Tom Tangney

3

by scores of 10-3 and 10-1. The
Chiefs spread their hits and runs
evenly over the seven-inning opener, while Ivanich and iLang held
Everett to three runs and six hits.
Frank Vena hit two for two, while
Al Ivanich. helped win his own
game with a base-cleaning double
in the third.
The second game started out
to be a close fight, ithe Chiefs
picking up two runs, and Everett
taking one In the first. The next
two innings saw the Junior College threaten to tie it up, but in
bhe top of the fourth the Chiefs
went to work. Crowley reached
first on an error 'by the ahortstop. Singles by Petrl, Casal and
Wellens, and a double by Rudy
Hentz drove in three runs. The
pitcher hit Brady to load the
bases. Bill Nunn was safe on an
error, which forced in one more
run. Bob Crowley singled to

Faccone Fans 14 SC To Travel To
As SPC Bows to SC Tacoma For PLC
In 1 To 0 Thriller St. Martins Meet

—

)

Brady! rf

Emmercon, lb

Nunn, If
Crowley, 2b

Chelchi, c
Faccone, p

Seattle Pacific
Koller, ss
Parker, 2b
Oslund, rf
Cooper, lb
Murphey, cf
Burdick, If

Garcia, 3b
Bostrom, c

Biuins, p
Albce, as

1_

—

catcher^

a pitched ball, Ursino reached
first on an error forcing Lang to
second and on a series of wild
throws to third base and home
plate both Lang and Ursino scored, mounting the total to four.
Joe Ward then hit between third
and short for a single, reached
second on a sacrifice hit by Hentz,
reached third on a single by Pat
Brady and scored on a wild pitch
to total three runs for the inning.

Bcasley Says

29 1 7 1
r h e
0
0
0
3 0

Chieftains Play
0 0
PLC In A Return
0 0
0 0 Golf Match There
10

4 0
3 0
3 0
3 0
2 0
10

0 0
0 0
0 0
10
10
0 0

ab
3
4
3

—

-

—

Yandle announced that
4 0 0 0
interested
In turning out for track
3 0 10
3 0 0 0 and who wish to compete Sathis
3 0 2 1 urday should contact him in
2 0 0 0 office on the second floor of the
2 0 10 Science Building Friday noon.

—

_

Lang was deprived of a shutout by an unearned run in the
first inning. After striking out
the lead-off man the third strike
on the second hitter was lost by
Parcheem, the
and the
man reached first, After stealing
second he gained third on a putout at first. With two out Sinclair,
the Ranger shortstop, beat out an
infield hit to third scoring the
runner from third. From here on
in the Rangers were held scoreless
and were given only one more hitj
a single in the seventh inning.

—

29 0 3 0
Passed Ball: Boatrum.
Left on bases: SC, 6, SPC, 5.
Ip ab h er bb so
nine to two hits in the five-Inning Faccone
8 29 3 0 114
game, which was called because Biuins
9 29 7 1 0 10
of darkness.
Seattle Pacific College:
Runs
000 000 000 0
THE BOX SCORES
001 001 100—3
Hits
ab r h e
Seattle College
College:
Seattle
3
0 11
Wellens, ss
Runa
000 100 OOx 1
Ward, 3b
3 2 11
100 320 lOx— 7
Hits
4 110
Hentz, cf
2 2 10
Brady, rf
Ursino, 2b
3 112
3 0 0 0
Nunn, If
4 110
Fish, lb
Paroheem, c
110 0
2 0 10
Ivanich, p
110 0
Lang, p
Although Jupe Pluvius and
Casal, 3b
1110 Holy Thursday vacationers tried
,
10 0 0
Recchia, cf
their best to dampen the intra2 0 2 0
Vena, rf
mural Fastball league's ardour,
2 0 0 0
Faccone, If
two more games managed to
ab
College
Everett Jr.
r h e reach the record books before
Christiansen, cf
3 10 0 the Tuesday night deadline.
Ringstad, rf
3 0 10 Both the Terrible Turks and
3 0 .0 0 Ma Smith nines chalked up their
Brearly, lb
4 0 11 second wins in as many tries,
Walker, ss
_... 3 10 0 as they downed the Bells and
Byrnes, 2b
Towne, If
2 0 0 0 Ranger teams, respectively, last
2 111 Wednesday afternoon.
Hansinge, 3b
10 10
Hagen, p
The hard hitting Turks pounc2 0 0 1 ed on pitcher Ray O'Leary of the
Douglas, c
, 0 0 0 0 Bells, for three runs in the first
Spjut, p
10 10 frame, featured by Joey Dahlem's
White, rf
10 0 0 home run with two men aboard.
Young, lb
„.._
10 0 0 Then they proceeded to add runs
Walter, If
10 0 0 in the 3rd, 4th, and 6th innings, to
Chandler, 3b
10 0 1 win the contest 7-0.
Gregerson'( p
10 10
♥Mcßride
In the second game of the afternoon, Gene Brenner's Ma
♥Battedfor Gregerson in sixth.
Two-base hits: Casal, Ivanich, Smith nine, had a narrow squeak
Ursino, IHage. Double play:Casal- with George Flood's Rangers, as
Ursino
Fish; WJalters-Chandler. they emerged victorious in the
(Continued on p*g. 4)
(Continued to page 4)

_

Downing its seventh opponent the Seattle College Baseball squad upheld its undefeated record last Wednesday afternoon at Lacey. Howie Lang held the St. Martin Ranggers to one run while his teammates chalked up six counters.
His superb pitching established Lang as one of the Chieftain
regulars, and assured him of much future action. He displayed complete control throughout the game, downing nine
men at the plate and holding the Rangers scoreless after
the first inning. The second game was called because of
rain, after three interruptions in the first game.

The final score came in the
Eddie Wrellens, the agile Chief- sixth inning when Bill Nunn sintain shortstop and number two gled to short centerfield, reached
Tomorrow Seattle College will batter, was hit on the head by
Seattle College racked up its
second on a sacrifice by Parcheem
sixth straight game last Monday enter its first season of Inter- a fast pitched ball in the first stole third and scored on an error
game.
winning over Seatle Pacific Colt- collegiate track competition meet- frame and had to leave the
leaving the final count to read St.
Hank Casal was moved to short- Martins 1 and Seattle College 6.
lege 1-0. Joe Faccone turned in
ing the College of Puget Sound,
the best job of pitcking yet seen
stop and Joe Ward was put in at Batteries were Parcheem and
in this seasons play as he struck Pacific iLutheran and Sit. Martins third and although they were min- Lang for the Chiefs and Ford
out 14, and held the Pacific nine at 1:30 on the Loggers track in us the services of their starting and Carrier for the Rangers. Lang
shortstop the Chiefs were free
to three scratch hits. The oppos- Tacoma.
threw nine strikeouts, Carrier
ing batters were only able to
This meet will give Coach Yan- from error after the first inning. threw four.
get four balls out of the infield, dle a chance to look over his
It was the beginning of the
The game was originally schedtwo for hits.
squad in preparation for the Win- fourth before the Seattle College uled as a practice game, but due
The Chiefs' winning run came co League opener on (May 3 with squad managed to score on Car- to
the heavy Chieftain season
in the fourth inning. Rudy Hentz Pacific Lutheran.
rier, the St. Martins pitcher. Rudy Coach Yandle, a week previous,
singled two right, stole second,
The Chieftains will enter the Hentz singled to right field and requested it be considered a conand reached third on a passed following events:
stole second. Bud Emmerson dou- ference game. However St. Mar—
ball. Then, with two out, Bud
Coe,
Dahlem,
100
Kennedy, bled to left field scoring Hentz tins preferred it remain a pracEmmerson beat out an infield Lawson, Mcßride,
to tie the score. Hank Casal then tice game as scheduled, since they
S^nall
hit to the shortstop, scoring Ruhard had just returned from a week's
Coe, Dahlem, Kennedy, drove in Emmerson with a
220
dy. The Chieftain's had runners
counting for two vacation, during which time much
single
hit
thus
Lawon, Mcßride
on second and third in the fifth
runs for the inning.
of the team had been out of town.
—
440 Ihler, Vick Weiler
oppossixth
but
the
innings,
and
fifth proved fatal for the The two teams meet again April
The
Monroe
-Duffy,
880—
Weiler
ing pitcher, Biuins, who had ten
(
errors dominating 25 in Seattle for a doubleheader
1Mile Goebel, Grunke, Surdyk Rangers with
strikeouts, struck out the side
—
Lang was hit by league play.
the
Howie
play.
2 Mile Surdyk, A. Small
each time. Faccone allowed only
Shot Put Gunderson, Treglown
one man to reach third, as only
—
Hurdles Surdyk
High
of
men
on
base.
got
a total
five
Pole Vault Larson
THE BOX SCORES
Entrants in the mile relay, high
ab r h e
Seattle College
hurdles, broad jump, discus, 220
4 0 0 0
Casal, 3b
low hurdles, and the javelin, have
1
By Ed Bcasley
4 0 10
Wellens, ss
not yet been announced.
4 12 0
Hentz cf
:..anyone

drive in two more, and Vito Ohlechi doubled to drive over the
remaining ones.
Stew Petri held the Everett

_ _

Lang Pitches Chieftains
To Victory Over Rangers
In A Smashing 6-1 Triumph

Terrible Turks In
Runaway Tilt 7-0;
Ma Smith's Victor

The Seattle College golf team
plays a return match with the
Pacific Lutheran College quintet
in Tacoma. The two teams met
yesterday in Seattle at the Jackson Park Golf club.
The regular Seattle College
five man golf team has been
temporarily decided, through last
weeks Individual 36 hole play.
The five low scorers of the qualifying round, automatically became the five team members.
Last weeks results left Will Teufel with 148 in the lead off spot.
John Codd with 79-73-152 second
position. Homer Crolland 77-79156 third position Fred Hawksworth, 157 and Ray Nissen, 157.
in the fourth and fifth positions.

The remaining qualifying
scores were as follows: Gene
MacDonald 82-81-163, Bill Conroy
85-77-162, Bob Tucker 94-86 180,
Sidney Earl 89-86-175, Den McPherson 82-81-163, Jerry Mathews 84-78-162, Ted Mathews 8378-161, Norb Trudeau 79-81-160,
and Ronnie MacDonald 79-81-160.
contestants
The
remaining
may move up on the golf team
by challenging and defeating the
man directly above him. The Seattle College golf schedule is as
follows:

'

"Win or Else!"
Such were the ringing words of a member. of the New
Orleans' school board. The alternative for the coaches
was to turn out a winning team within three years or to
confine their activities to the classroom. The reason for
this ultimatum was the continued success of the Catholic
high shools in the City League. The chief offender seems
to be a Jesuit High which makes a habit of winning the
city title in various sports. The situation is ideal for fervid locker room orations that is if the extra pay for
coaching is sufficient to make the job worth while.
Despite the efforts of the Sport Staff to identify members of the baseball squad by their numbers, the students
who follow the team are not yet well acquainted with
the players. After the Seattle Pacific game one of the coeds found herself talking to one of the squad about the
1-0 thriller. After expressing her relief that SC had finally won, she hesitantly asked, "Did you play?" She was
very much embarrassed when the Chieftain replied, "Not
exactly. I'm the coach."
Mistaken Identity 2 takes us to the Signal Depot in
Sacramento where one of the maintenance men turned to
our friend N. Heim Scholtz with the surprised inquiry,
"Where in hell is that priest who was here a few seconds

—

—

Rev. James B. McGoldrick is getting his right arm loosened up for our first Winco League game when he will
throw the first ball. He was not at all disturbed by the
narrow escape the Chieftains had in the 1-0 victory over
our cross-town foes. "A great victory!" Between zero and
one there is an infinite distance! It's nice to have such
a philosophical attitude. If such be the case, a walk, error
and a blooper can do an infinite amount of damage.
Stout lass! An SC coed, Maudie Baltzell, was tossed
into American Lake when her seaplane turned over a
week or so ago. Instead of striking for the shore, Maud
swam to the plane and recovered her belongings from the
cabin. Asked by a reporter about her reactions when the
plane tipped over, she replied, "I was worried about my
Easter clothes getting wet."

High Flies: Our Chieftain sluggers looked pretty weak
against
the curves of the SPC chucked with the result
April 10, 1947— Seattle College
that
Joe
Faccone had to pitch shutout ball to win. Howvs. P. L. C. in Seattle.
fielding was excellent; a boot in a number of
ever,
the
College
April 11, 1947— Seattle
L.
C.
in
Parkland.
tight
vs. P.
situations would have meant the ball game. Bob
April 25, 1947 Seattle College Crowley at second and Bill Nuiin in left came thru with
vs St Martins at Lacey
some beautiful fielding
John Roller, husky chauffeur
May 10, 1947— Seattle College of the Luxury Liner, seems to have unlimietd endurance.
vs. St. Martins at Seattle.
He drove one of the huge trucks from Sacramento, ar—
May 17, 1947 Seattle College riving here late Sunday night. Early next morning he
vs. W. W. C. E. at Bellingham.
drove a skiing party to the mountains. On returning to
—
To .be arranged Seattle ColSC
that night he had a mere jaunt to Tacoma to top off
lege vs. W. W. C. E. at Seattle.
his
week-end excursion of 2000 miles or so
Coach
Seattle College
May 2, 1947
very
lucky
quite
surprising
Yandle
is
a
man
for
it
is
how
at
Washington
vs. University of
he usually schedules his games for sunny days.
Jackson.

Golf Schedule

—

—
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FROSH TIMBERLINE TROT TONIGHT
Dad-Daughter Nite
Proves To Be Huge
Success Thursday

Expenses For Timberline Trip
Mixer at Chamber of Commerce
To Help Defray SC Ski Team's

Fathers were feted by their coed daughters at the FatherDaughter Banquet sponsored by
the Silver Scroll last night.

The Freshman mixer, Timberline Trot, will be held tcnight, April 11, at the Chamber of Commerce ballroom, from
nine until twelve.
for dancing will be proed by the favorite, Archie
Kyle. Proceeds will go towardcoy■ xpenses of the eleven memrs of the ski team who will
ivel to Timberline on April 25,
and 27.

■lusic

lit.ig

Noted Speakers
Address Night
Labor Class

1

I

She

Baseball

—

One Way Ticket

(Continued from page 2)
Seattle College:
Runs
200 80 10.
gun would turn up that would
300 6—6
9.
Hits
fit the bullets we found in the
Everett Jr. College:
girl's head." Inspector CashRuns
100 00 1.
mere chewed thoughtfully on a
Hits
'002 00 2.
long, black cigar.
Ip ab h er bb so
Before Joe could answer, the
Petri
5
17 2 0
5 3 "telephone rang.
28 9
7
Skoglund 5
3
5
"The case Is closed, my gunhits:
Cheichi.
Wellens,
Two-base
shy friend," sang Rocco from
Three-base hits: Brady. Hit by
the other end of the wire. "It
pitcher: Brady by Sikoglund. Left seems your late girl-friend was
on bases; S.C., 7; Everett, 7.
nothing more than a common
Everett Jr. College ab r h e
thief. The package was her
laundry well, not exactly hers,
2 10 0
Christiansen, cf
Chandler, 3b
2 0 0 1 but the hotels won't miss the
3 0 10 towels. She had a conscience,
Hagen, rf
Mcßride, If
though,
2 0 0 0
six-hundred dollars
Rinstead, c
2 0 10 worth which Ihave invested
2 0 0 1 in bonded whiskey."
Brearley, lb
Walker, 2b
10 0 0
"Where does or did Little
Cardin, p
Judas fit in?" asked Joe.
10 0 0
Skoglund, ss
10 0 2
"He was confused. He
White, cf
10 0 0
thought the package was his
Hansinger, 3b
0 0 0 0 laundry. Goodnight, angel."
Joe replaced the receiver.
"Cashmere," he growled, "if
Ididn't have my sense of smell,
Seattle College
ab r h e
3b
4 110 I'd ask you where you have
liens, ss
3 110 your laundry done."
Inspector Cashmere chewed
itz, cf
3 2 10
2 2 10 thoughtfully on a long, black
dy, rf
mersonj lb
4 0 10 look.
Nunn, If
2 10 0
Crowley, 2b
3 2 2 1
c
30 10
■ P
3 110
one, rf
(Continued from page 1)
10 0 0
liia, If
0 0 0 0
learning place of politics.
.
Dissatisfied? Then unite. Unite
28 10 9 1
behind the man who will give
ip ati h er bb so the changes you
want and think
eh
3
14 1 0
1 2 necessary. Don't pour out your
4
15 3
1 1 2 words to Cave alumnus. Pour
3
12 4
m
5
5
0 out your votea to the ballot
erson 2
7 2 13 2 boxes.
2
13 4 3 1 2
...t
Seattle College:
303 011 2—lo2 10
Hits
112 111 3—lo
Across «.
erett Jr. College:
the Street from School
Runs
010 100 I—31 3
PETROLEUM
QUALITY
Hits
012 101 I—61 6
PRODUCTS

—
—
—
—

—
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—
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Clipper Service
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FRANK

DRAKK

(Frosh-Bus.

JACK MAKILLEY

Valeria Kemph

to
Head New Club at

Seattle College
On Monday, March 31, 40
Sociology majors met to form a
club designed to aid them in obtaining fu r t her information
about their field.
This is the first Sociology club
to be formed at the College.
Members attending either of the
first two meetings have the privilege of becoming a charter member.
Each meeting of the club will
be followed by a lecture. Lecturers will be chosen from the
various social agencies and departments in Seattle and vicinity.
Father Peronteau, S. J. head
of the Sociology department, was
named as moderator and under
his guidance three oficers were

CAROLINE GRIFFIN

concluded the program with a hu-

seem that a war
a
Mendel dub Will morous The entitled was It
not a
'there
a
war
Initiate on Next with a
now
ter
it over
traditional
Wednesday, Apr.16 songThewhichthe Dads favored. 'Atomic War' with a risk an
The Mendel Club plans to initiate new members into its ranks
on Wednesday, April 16. The purpose of this second initiation of
the school year is to allow students who have entered school
since fall quarter to join the or-

ganization.
Any student who is a pre-med-

—

—

Murray.

Fastball

would
is
"The
reading
strong possibility, however, it is
Neighbors."
evening
is to
necessity. If
brought to
rousing conclusion be another
it would be betsession of community sing
than
to get
with
ing, featuring the
to wait several years and
heartless agFather-Daughter Banquet gressor."
proved a great success with all,
MARY WILOOX (Frosh-Preboth fathers and their daughters Law) "If we do have another war,
participating in an evening of conit's going to be rugged!"
genial enjoyment.
ART DONAHUE (Frosh-PreLaw) "There doesn't seem to be
anyone else to fight besides Russia, so draw your own conclusions."
GLORIA TARTAGtIA (Soph.Soc.) "I see where I'll' have to
study up on my Russian."

Coach Denton Has
Hopes for League
Opener Next Week

ical, nursing lab technician, or
pre-dental major is eligible for
membership. Interested students
The report on the progress of
are asked to sign their names to
the petitions which have been the tennis team at the present
placed on the bulletin boards.
writing is rather vague. For the
past month) However, player-

The purpose of the Mendel Club
is to bring together students majoring in some branch of medicine.
Meetings are held twice each
month and there is usually a
elected. They are:
guest speaker present. Many
President -Valeria Kempf.
prominent Seattle doctors have apVice-president Joseph Dehnet. peared as guest speakers at MenSecretary-Treasurer
Nora del Club meetings.

—

at
panied by Mary Rose
However, this is not entirely true.
the piano. Next canic the twins ) The Russian Bear is following
Chalfa,
Donna and Dulcie
who
their policy of expansion into
played piano duet arrangements
Western Europe, whereas our curof Chopin's "Polonaise" and
foreign policy is set on holdrent
"Twin Guitars." Dolores Gross
ing in check Russian expansion.

CATHOLIC PRELATE
WORKS RELEASED

coach Lome Denton exudes confidence. Looking forward to the
league games of next week, he
predicts that the Chieftain racquet wielders will take care of

themselves.
His prediction is based on the
practice play at Volunteer where
the team has had the opportunity
to play many of the leading players who frequent those popular
courts. Among these were some
of the University of Washington
squad. Hence, despite the lack of

Accounting Students

J^rmK^SSSnrfl

j

for or Denver
Phone GL.5708

LARRY MAIHONEY (FroshEng.) "At the present time the

TYPING DONE

-

SEATTLE COLLEGE SPECIAL
3 Beautiful 5"x7" Portraits
plus

One 8"xlO" Gold Tone
ONLY $7.95
1328

BRADLEY STUDIO

■

Opposite Rhode*'

2nd Avenue

timberline trot

- COSMETICS - SCHOOL SUPPLIES

tonight

where you buy your

"

.

Horluck's Delicious
Ice

...

DRUGS

—

-

SMRENTO BRVGS

TYPINGDONE

"Wars have a lousy habit of recurring about every twenty years,
and unless the major nations of
the world reach a far better
working peace than they have now
war is inevitable."
AILEEN HOWE (Frosh-Pre.j
Maj.) "Yes, Ido 'think we will be
at war in two or three years. The
Big Four are constantly arguing
and never get anything settled.
Here's hoping it's just my women's intuition."
BEN CONSEGO (iSpph.-Eng.)
"Not very soon with Truman and
his budget, and the nation with
its housing shortage. We are having more than enough trouble
with that up and coming Republican party and the long and supposedly only party, ithe Demos.

Your
borhood Florist
flower need

"

,

MARY LOU GOOD (FroshNursing) "i believe that If the
economical situation of the world,
and especially of the United Nations, the United States will be
at war in a short time. However,
if the Big Four can come to a
definite understanding, war can
be avoided."
DAVID HYDE (Soph-Bus. Ad.)
"I think that we will be at war
soon, but not until a sufficient
time has elapsed for some of the
major participants to repair the
damage of the last war, and not
until the advantages and weapons
have been equalized."
VIC UHRICK (Frosh-Pre-Med.)

BOVY'S CAFE

PETER PAN
FLORIST

FAST> expert

world."

Russian Diplomatic Service is not
agreeing with the majority of
pre-season matches the Chiefthe proposals presentedbefore the
tains have played plenty of tennis
United Nations Conferences. We
and are ready for their Winco
can avoid a war with them in the
matches.
near future if our own state department stands firmly on its own
foreign policy."
WALT TABOR (Frosh-Pre-Manowadays, and things jor) "I doj and Ijust had my
of
trouble
Attention to all students
seem to work in reverse, maybe Iblues cleaned because Iexpect to
majoring in Accounting: The
the situation will work out OKay." be wearing them very soon."
Cammerce Club will convene
at 7.15 o'clock in the L. A.
building next Tuesday evening. Featured speaker of the
(formerly Peter Pan Lunch)
SINGLE SPACE
evening will !><■ tor. Donald
$1.00 $1.50 PER HOUR
FEATURING
Hilliard, C. P. A., of Barrios
Hllliard and Spain.
900 Words, or 7 to 8 Sheets
Mr. Hilliard, president of
91.00
the local chapter of National
Cream
Association of Cost AccountMRS. MARY TUCKER
The NEW SENSATIONAL
ants, will speak on (he ac1213 E. UNION
"FRENCH TIP"
counting profession emphasizOFFICE 122 E. UNION
ing the specialized fields arisPhone BAst 12112
CA. 8936 14th &E.Pike
ing therein. After the address
there will be a general discussion in order to clarify
any points of Interest.

The Prayeic and Poems of
Francis Cardinal Spellman, Archfinal inning, 6-5.
The Rangers outhit the Ma bishop of New York, which the
Smith club, 6-5, but Ranger er- Catholic prelate recorded in the
rors helped the Brenner team proFall of 1946, will be released In
duce runs.
of three twelveThe box scores for Wednesday April as an album
Records,
James W.
inch Red Seal
afternoon were as follows:
Murray, Vice President in charge
Bells
ub r li
Record Activities
Devine If
3 0 0 of RCA Victor
Walker 3b
3 0 0 announced today.
Carneau cf
2 0 1
The album is Hated to retail at
Mockel ss
3 0 0 $3.85 exclusive of taxes and will
3 0 0 be sold nationally through record
Farrell rf
3 0 1 dealers and book stores, Mr. MurMorris c
Reed lb
3 0 2 ray said.
McGivern 2b
3 0 1
The album oears the title,
3 0 1
O'Leary p
"Prayers and Poems." It is the
ab r h
Turks
same title that was used for
Mclver as
4 11
Cardinal Spellman's book of verse
De Donato cf
4 12
published last year, which conSlesk 3b
4 0 2
.
he
Dahlem If
3 2 2 tains most of the selections
recorded.
The
in
six
selections
the
Ma Smith .
ab r h
4 10 record album are "The Risen SolJasper 2b-p
Times,"
Baker ss
4 12 dier," "Prayer For Our
Chil"Resurrection,"'
"Prayer
for
3 11
Tylba c
Soldiers,"
dren,"
Sleeping
"Our
3
1
Brown 3b
2
Dunning lb
3 0 0 and an abriged version of "No
3 0 1 Greater Love." They were writFleming rf
Webster cf
2 10 ten during and after Cardinal
s
3 0 0 Spellman's two tours of World
Duffy If
Brenner p
3 0 0 War II battlefronts.
3 0 0
1840 East Madison
CA. 7917
Harming lb
3 0 0
Miller rf
(Madison & Pike Triangle)
3 0 0
McKillup c
2 2 1
Pompeo 2b
Friendly NeighCharvet p
3 11
serving
ab r h
Rangers
Tague cf
4 11
your
every
Fenton lb
4 0 2
Flood If
4 0 1
4 0 0
Logan p
3 0 1
Kaufer 2b
MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT
3 11
Blashka ss
Cleas c
3 10
Baker rf
3 10
3 11
McLavey 3b
(Continued from page 3)

GILLIVRAY (Frosh.-Mus. and
Bus.) "We think that by investing the 4 0 million now, it is a
small amount compared to the
losses we will suffer if we continue to let Russia have her way
on the continent of Europe."
ANNEGRAYSON (Frosh.-Soc.)
"As soon as Holy Joe thinks he
can whip us, there will be trouble."
J. W. STRICKLAND (SeniorBus.) "Thank God I'm over the
age limit!"
TOM BICHSEL (Frosh.-PreMajor) "No, the Russian people
are afraid of us."
DICK .PATTEN (Frosh-PreMaj.) "I believe if weare entangled in a war that all the vets will
have a hard time finding room
on Mt. Rainier."
GENE SMILEY (Frosh.-Spc. )
"They said we wouldn't fight Germany and we didn't expect that
Japan would cause us trouble, so
since everyone is expecting lots

-

CHIOO ROMEI (Frosh
Bus.
Ad.) "In six years we will be at
war. Russia is building up an
army now. If we aren't the first
to attack( it will go on for ten
years, then Russia will rule the

at the

FOUNTAIN LUNCH

chamber of commerce

Corner Terry & Madison
■

THESES & GENERAL
TYPING DONE
M. P. SCHULLER

HAMBURGERS

SHORT ORDERS

(Seattle College Student)

Call KE. 4077

TEN- O FOUR
BARBER AND
BEAUTY SHOP

1004 Madison

Dave Lovcik and Peggy Lesser
QUESTION OF THE WEEK:
In your opinion, does the present world situation
tend to lead toward another war, and if so what
do you think is the probable time of occurrence?

Adm.) "The world situation 'totainment.
day is exceedingly delicate. It
The women's quartet presented would seem
that the various powa number of selections to open
the world are Jugllng for
ers
in
the program. They were accomterritory and economic outlets.
Stuckey

At last Thursday evening's
Tickets are now on sale in the Labor Class, Mr. J. A. Kane inmain hall at 65 cents apiece. troduced \tr. Harold A. Seering,
Only 500 tickets will be sold.
former member of the War Labor
(botli in
Board
Seattle and
Class,
under
the
The Freshman
leadership of Tom Read is spon- Hawaii) and who is currently
soring this mixer. Co-chairmen with Boeing Aircraft Co. as arCarrie Griffin and Jack Marllley bitrator and Maritime Service in
have centered the dance then* Seattle, and Mr. Ward Toner,
will be spring skiing, which is director of the Washington State
Service,
so popular in the Northwest at Mediation
this time of the year.
Both Mr. Seerlng and Mr. Tcner, outlined the work of their
Publicity was handled by Marspecific departments in Union and
ret Miller with Holly Jo Irvine Management Relationship. They
j Mary Ann Welding assisting.
discussed the usual means emiPayne was chairman of decorployed in the settlement of grievPhillismary
Young,
ons with
ances, and touched on the probcharge of tickets was Virginia
confronting both labor and
lems
Glaarvey assisted by Virginia
rapital
today.
r. Refreshments have been takMr.
and Toner both
Seering
care of by Bob Mehelich and
presented a factual and prac?k Patton.
ticable outline of many steps to
Ski Club drawing, which is be taken in the progressive trend
er the chairmanship of Gal toward the ideal degree of coDruxman, will be held at inter- operation between labor and capmission. Ski equipment for the ital. Mr. Seering stated that beprizes was donated by various cause any labor legislation remajor sporting goods stores in garding the Wagner Act would
achieve nothing but hard feelings
of labor, he was opTickets for the drawing are on the part
changes However,
to
posed
any
still on sale at 10c from any ski
that
he believed that
he
stated
team member. The decorations and
posters for the dance were very legislation should be instituted
genrously donated by Bill Loher. whereby many of the difficulties
facing .both parties could be ironed out
Mr. Toner answered various
queries which the class offered,
and presented a clear insight into many of the intricate features
(Continued from page 3)
of labor-management relations.
Parcheem by
Hit by pitcher:
S. C, 12;
Spjut. Left on bases
Everett 5.

— — ——

In the main dining room of the
Chamber of Commerce the Icompany enjoyed a sumptuous dinner
with Interesting and varied enter-

The Students Speak

EL. 1004

CHIEFTAIN FOUNTAIN
1104 BROADWAY
Where Collegians Meet

-

Malts Shakes Sundaes

5-Point Cleaners

music of acrhie kyle

1112 Broadway
Next Door to Chieftain Fountain
CONVENIENT LOCATION

—

QUALITY SERVICE

admission 65c

9-12

